Conclusions: This pilot study demonstrates that PA imaging can be a useful tool that enables non-invasive determination of blood oxygen saturation in fetal tissue. This is the first study, to our knowledge, to assess fetal tissue oxygenation using this technology, crucial for future clinical applications. 
Objectives: Predicting postnatal cognitive outcome in fetal hindbrain malformations is generally difficult. An intact cerebellar vermis is considered to be an important marker for a good neurodevelopmental outcome. This fetal MRI study aims to quantitatively assess vermian lobulation in frequent posterior fossa pathologies. Methods: Cases of Blake's pouch (BP), Megacisterna magna (MM), classical Dandy Walker (DWc, hypoplastic uprotated vermis, elevated torcula) and Dandy Walker ''variant'' (DWv, hypoplastic uprotated vermis) were retrospectively assessed and compared to brain-healthy fetal controls (HC). The vermian lobules were segmented in a T2 midline sagittal slice. The mean relative areal contribution (MRAC) of each lobule was compared across groups between 18 and 39 gestational weeks (GW). Results: In HC (78 cases) 7 lobules could be distinguished in all GW, 6 lobules in MM (17 cases) and 5 in BP (13 cases). In DWv (38 cases) significantly more lobules could be differentiated than in DWc (10 cases). Therefore, only DWv subjects with ≥5 distinguishable lobules were used for comparison. In all fetuses the number of vermian lobules were brought to a common ground of 5: Lingula+Centralis (LC), Culmen, Declive+Folium+Tuber (DFT), Pyramis and Uvula+Nodulus (UN). In HC, the MRAC of LC and Pyramis reduced with GW, whereas the MRAC of Culmen and DFT increased -UN was stable across all GW. Compared to this allometric growth, the MRAC of all lobules in all pathologies was stable during gestation.
Conclusions: The present study shows that, given optimal image conditions in a T2 mid-sagittal slice, it is possible to differentiate at least 5 vermian lobules in MM, BP and DWv. More interestingly in comparison to HC the assessed pathologies showed a stable MRAC of all lobules.
